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Accurate delivery of the most-up-to-date treatment  techniques, 
such as Intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), is essential. 
An anthropomorphic phantom was designed and constructed in 
order to conduct a remote-audit program that allows evaluation of 
an institution’s accuracy for delivering IMRT. The dosimetric
characteristics in the phantom were investigated.

DosimetryDosimetry

TLDsTLDs or ion chambers can be used for the measurement of an or ion chambers can be used for the measurement of an 
absolute dose in the phantom. TLD or IC holders  are insertedabsolute dose in the phantom. TLD or IC holders  are inserted
into the center of each ROI. into the center of each ROI. 
For the relative dose distribution across the target and For the relative dose distribution across the target and OARsOARs

GafchromicGafchromic®®EBTEBT (ISP, International Specialty Products, Wayne, (ISP, International Specialty Products, Wayne, 
NJ USA )NJ USA ) was used. Two film slots were orthogonally placed was used. Two film slots were orthogonally placed 
near the center of the phantom. One slot was along the near the center of the phantom. One slot was along the 
transverse plane and the other was on the transverse plane and the other was on the saggittalsaggittal plane. The plane. The 
phantom can be converted into cube shaped phantom.phantom can be converted into cube shaped phantom.

Dose measurements were performed at the center of the Dose measurements were performed at the center of the 
target and target and ROIsROIs using using TLDsTLDs and Ion Chambers. Two institutions and Ion Chambers. Two institutions 
(Korea Food & Drug (Korea Food & Drug AdministrationAdministration: KFDA, and Radiological : KFDA, and Radiological 
Physics Center : RPC) provided Physics Center : RPC) provided TLDsTLDs and analyzed the TLD and analyzed the TLD 
dose after irradiations.dose after irradiations.

MeasurementsMeasurements

Measurements with Measurements with TLDsTLDs and ICs were done for four different and ICs were done for four different 
cases. cases. The firstThe first was  anwas  an anterior one port 6MV Xanterior one port 6MV X--ray (Primus, ray (Primus, 
Siemens, USA) irradiation to the homogeneous phantom. The Siemens, USA) irradiation to the homogeneous phantom. The 
doses at the center of the target were measured using doses at the center of the target were measured using TLDsTLDs and and 
an an PTW31015 ionization chamber (PTWPTW31015 ionization chamber (PTW--FreiburgFreiburg, , FreiburgFreiburg, , 
Germany)Germany). . The secondThe second case had the same beam geometry and case had the same beam geometry and 
MUsMUs, but , but inhomogenetiesinhomogeneties were inserted into the phantom.were inserted into the phantom. The The 
thirdthird casecase was the 3 port beams which represents the multiwas the 3 port beams which represents the multi--port port 
3D3D--CRT treatments. Three ports of beam were distributed inCRT treatments. Three ports of beam were distributed in

1.1. IntroductionIntroduction

2. Method & Material2. Method & Material

The The TLD measurements in the developed phantom agreed with IC TLD measurements in the developed phantom agreed with IC 
results within an acceptable difference although a large differeresults within an acceptable difference although a large difference in nce in 
IMRT plan was caused by a setup uncertainty. The developed IMRT plan was caused by a setup uncertainty. The developed 
phantom with TLD dosimeters as well as EBT film  is feasible to phantom with TLD dosimeters as well as EBT film  is feasible to be be 
used for remote monitoring of IMRT. used for remote monitoring of IMRT. 

3. Results3. Results

4. Conclusion &Discussion4. Conclusion &Discussion

The The dosiemtricdosiemtric results are summarized in Figure 3 and 4. results are summarized in Figure 3 and 4. As for As for 
the results, for the first three cases the IC readings and TLD the results, for the first three cases the IC readings and TLD 
measurements agree within a 0 ~2.9% deviation . In the IMRT casemeasurements agree within a 0 ~2.9% deviation . In the IMRT case, , 
the IC readings and TLD measurements agreed within 4%, except the IC readings and TLD measurements agreed within 4%, except 
for one site where the discrepancy was 7%. For film for one site where the discrepancy was 7%. For film dosimetriesdosimetries, , 
any exact quantitative computation of difference was not feasiblany exact quantitative computation of difference was not feasible, e, 
but a very close agreement was observed for most of the dose but a very close agreement was observed for most of the dose 
ranges (90ranges (90––40%) and a small deviation existed for the 100% and 40%) and a small deviation existed for the 100% and 
low dose (30% of the delivered dose) regions (Figure 4).low dose (30% of the delivered dose) regions (Figure 4).

equiequi--gantry angle, which were 0gantry angle, which were 0°°, 120, 120°° and 240and 240°°..
The fourthThe fourth case was an IMRT plan which was generated with the case was an IMRT plan which was generated with the 
same constraints that apply to a clinical case. For each case, fsame constraints that apply to a clinical case. For each case, four our 
sets of sets of TLDsTLDs were measured to reduce the statistical uncertainty, were measured to reduce the statistical uncertainty, 
and three measurements were taken with an IC. and three measurements were taken with an IC. 
For the two dimensional dose measurements, EBT film For the two dimensional dose measurements, EBT film dosimetrydosimetry
was was comparisedcomparised with the EDR film measurement for one IMRT with the EDR film measurement for one IMRT 
clinical case.clinical case.

Phantom DesignPhantom Design

An IMRT anthropomorphic phantom An IMRT anthropomorphic phantom 
(PMMA) that simulates the head and neck (PMMA) that simulates the head and neck 
was developed. The phantom has the was developed. The phantom has the 
shape of a cylinder with one target and shape of a cylinder with one target and 
three organsthree organs--atat--risks (risks (OARsOARs) inside the unit. ) inside the unit. 
The target and The target and OARsOARs were shaped were shaped 
analogous to those of analogous to those of nasopharynxnasopharynx cancer cancer 
patients. Two additional structures, an air patients. Two additional structures, an air 
cavity and a bony structure, were also cavity and a bony structure, were also 
included.included.The air cavity and bony structure were designed to be The air cavity and bony structure were designed to be 
replaceable with tissue equivalent material when there is a replaceable with tissue equivalent material when there is a 
requirement to perform requirement to perform dosimetrydosimetry in a homogeneous medium.in a homogeneous medium.
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Figure 1. Axial CT Figure 1. Axial CT 
image of the phantomimage of the phantom

Case 1:Case 1:
1 port, homo1 port, homo.

Case 2:Case 2:
1 port, 1 port, inhomoinhomo

Case 3: Case 3: 
3 port, homo3 port, homo

Case 4:    Case 4:    
IMRT, homoIMRT, homo

Figure 2. Four cases of beam deliveryFigure 2. Four cases of beam delivery

Figure 3. % differences of (1) case 1, (2) case 2, (3) Figure 3. % differences of (1) case 1, (2) case 2, (3) 
case 3, and (4) case 4. Data were normalized to IC case 3, and (4) case 4. Data were normalized to IC 
measurements. measurements. TLDkTLDk: KFDA data, : KFDA data, TLDrTLDr: RPC data. T: : RPC data. T: 
target, RP; right parotid, LP: left parotid, C: spiral cord.target, RP; right parotid, LP: left parotid, C: spiral cord.

Figure 4. The Figure 4. The isodoseisodose lines lines 
measured by EBT film and measured by EBT film and 
the EDR2 film for the IMRT the EDR2 film for the IMRT 
plan delivered to a plasticplan delivered to a plastic--
water phantom. Thick solid water phantom. Thick solid 
lines: lines: isodoseisodose lines on EBT lines on EBT 
film, Thin solid lines: film, Thin solid lines: 
isodoseisodose lines on EDR2 film.lines on EDR2 film.
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